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an end-to-end pipeline including capturing, processing, transmission, and
rendering. To improve the scalability of the system, the authors proposed
to use a multi-point control unit (MCU). The performance of VRComm was
evaluated using both simulations and realistic user experiments.
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in people’s daily lives, it is important to study how to effectively enable
social VR and spatial computing. This paper presents a thorough descrip-
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Figure 1: 16 user streams in a Virtual Experience (left; anonymous; 3D BackgroundModel "OlamConference Room" by Gideon
Abochie licensed under CC Attribution) and RGBD user transmission of RGB-part (middle) and depth-part (right)

ABSTRACT
Tools and platforms that enable remote communication and collab-
oration provide a strong contribution to societal challenges. Virtual
meetings and conferencing, in particular, can help to reduce com-
mutes and lower our ecological footprint, and can alleviate physical
distancing measures in case of global pandemics. In this paper, we
outline how to bridge the gap between common video conferenc-
ing systems and emerging social VR platforms to allow immersive
communication in Virtual Reality (VR). We present a novel VR
communication framework that enables remote communication in
virtual environments with real-time photorealistic user representa-
tion based on colour-and-depth (RGBD) cameras and web browser
clients, deployed on common off-the-shelf hardware devices. The
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paper’s main contribution is threefold: (a) a new VR communi-
cation framework, (b) a novel approach for real-time depth data
transmitting as a 2D grayscale for 3D user representation, includ-
ing a central MCU-based approach for this new format and (c) a
technical evaluation of the system with respect to processing delay,
CPU and GPU usage.
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tual reality; Mixed / augmented reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Communication and collaboration are an important part of every-
day life, both in professional and private environments. Having
tools to help one communicate over distance, such as the video
conferencing applications Skype, Google Hangouts, or Zoom, has
rapidly become a normality in a modern and globalized world.
Nowadays, these applications can be run both as stand-alone, ded-
icated apps and programs, as well as web applications (apps) in
browsers that implement rich media tooling such as WebRTC and
support advanced video decoding. However, looking at these tools
today, common video conferencing applications have clear limita-
tions regarding enabling a sense of (co-)presence and immersion.
That is, “the video calling stuff breaks down beyond a few people,
because you have this big grid of tiny faces.” Simply by the absence
of “the full range of social cues, from posture to eye gaze to facial
expressions, things like head nodding and hand gesturing”, that
may convey crucial nonverbal information (Blair MacIntyre1). And
even when video conferencing systems manage to convey informa-
tion communicated by facial expressions and body gestures, they
do so at the expense of a sense of shared space.

Not only recent events (like the global covid-19 pandemic) raise
the need for better solutions that increase the feeling of togeth-
erness while communicating remotely. One of the first steps in
adding space sharing in 2D video conferencing can be seen in Mi-
crosoft Teams together mode2 that blends the 2D webcam video of
users in a simply lecture hall inspired background. Further, from
other works [3, 5, 48] we know that spatial awareness, presence
and immersion can be provided by communication in Virtual Envi-
ronments and Virtual Reality (VR) experiences. However, in initial
VR frameworks, the lack of social interaction [11, 39] prevented
users to experience co-presence. With recent social VR applications
and platforms for VR meetings and conferencing, social interac-
tions have started to make their way into the virtual realm as well.
These platforms typically make use of model-based Avatars, i.e. a
graphical representations of participants whose movements are
steered by input from the VR headset and/or controllers. In order
to allow users to consume existing media streams as well (for ex-
ample shared consumption of live and on-demand video streams
like sport), the integration of video into these platforms is currently
taking shape. One example of a social VR system that is widely
accessible is Mozilla Hubs3. It solved many interesting aspects of
social VR from a technical perspective, for example, objects and
states synchronization across multiple clients. However, Moxilla
Hubs currently deals with video only in a limited way (i.e., streams
for presentations and static 2D webcam views).

In this paper, we seek to bridge the gap between common video
conferencing systems and emerging social VR platforms. That is, we
aim to reuse proven technologies and frameworks from the domain
of video conferencing, and build a platform for VR communication
experiences that incorporates photorealistic user representations.
We mainly consider the end-to-end video processing chain and the
use of a multipoint control unit (MCU) to bridge the multiple video-
conferencing connections . Our main hypothesis is that by reusing
1https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/consumer-electronics/audiovideo/forget-video-
conferencinghost-your-next-meeting-in-vr
2https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/microsoft-teams-together-mode/
3https://hubs.mozilla.com/

these components from common video conferencing systems, we
can support VR conferencing under network requirements that are
similar to those for traditional video conferencing.

The motivation for this work lies in the relevance of end-to-end
video processing technology to provide real-time performance in
web-based social VR applications. While the importance of recent
volumetric video formats to provide true 6-degrees-of-freedom VR
experiences is becoming apparent [8, 49], the end-to-end workflow
to process such data from capture to rendering is far from real-
time. The use of video-based methods allows us to benefit from
existing deployed infrastructures and interfaces(such as hardware
acceleration, robust coding, and streaming) and ultimately extended
support in many browser platforms. The contribution in this paper
is threefold:

i.) we describe a new VR communication system that combines
video conferencing technology with social VR capabilities
in a new end to end pipeline from user capture, processing,
transmission and rendering users into virtual environments
for shared immersive experiences and communication

ii.) we report on a novel transmission scheme for grayscale
based depth information, for 3D user representations, includ-
ing a central MCU-based approach for the transmission of
this video format

iii.) we perform an evaluation of the resulting VR communication
systemwith respect to processing delay, CPU and GPU usage

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Video Conferencing
The first video conferencing systems were based on one-on-one
connections between two sites. Scalability for multi-person video
conferences could either be achieved by a full-mesh exchange of
media streams between all participants, or by using potentially
available multicast mechanisms. As IP multicast technology is not
widely deployed across the public internet, centralized mixing fa-
cilities called Multipoint Control Units (MCU) were developed in
the 1990s. These MCUs multiplex in some form the various media
streams, so only a single stream needs to be sent to each partici-
pant. With many participants, such a centralized scheme allows for
improved scaling of the bandwidth requirements and can scale the
video conference to a large set of simultaneous users, in particular
by designing hybrid centralized forwarding architectures [19].

Various developmentsweremademore recently to further achieve
scalability without sacrificing quality. For MCUs, recent cloud de-
velopments give the opportunity to use processing on-demand,
thereby allowing conferencing sessions to scale up to many hun-
dreds or even thousands of participants [36]. For an efficient stream
multiplexing without any media processing, Selective Forwarding
Units (SFU) are developed, see [43] and [53]. These SFUs forward
streams from one participant to all other participants, thereby alle-
viating the need for one participant to send out separate streams. To
support bandwidth adaptation, each participant can send its stream
in a few different bitrates so that an SFU can select and forward
individualized streams depending on the bandwidth availability for
each participant.
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More recently, MCU architectures have also improved through
the use of tiling mechanisms [15]. Tiling allows for stitching to-
gether video parts in the encoded domain, creating an architecture
that sits somewhere between the MCU and the SFU: all incoming
streams are mixed together so that each participant receives only
a single media stream to be decoded, while at the same time no
decoding-mixing-encoding is required.

2.2 Social VR
In the ’90s, much work went into creating high-end shared virtual
environments. Various universities set up cave automatic virtual
environments (CAVE) and CAVE-like systems which could be used
to communicate remotely, of which [23] and [37] provide good
examples, using what they call "video avatars". These environments
typically used back projection and large calibrated camera rigs to
produce a coherent virtual environment. Other examples such as
[26] used large screens, again together with calibrated camera rigs,
to also offer a sense of togetherness.

Other work from this era consists of using graphical avatars to
create large shared virtual environments, of which [4, 29, 45] give
some overview. In these days, the impact of avatar realism on the
participants’ perception was studied as well [18]. Virtual reality saw
a renewed interest with the rise of high-quality but affordable AR
and VR HMDs, most notably the Oculus Development Kit, which
carried the promise of bringing high-quality VR to the masses.
This development has led to new initiatives in shared and social
VR experiences as well. Nowadays, social VR is mostly associated
with graphical avatars in a graphical environment. Main examples
are Facebook Horizon, AltSpaceVR, BigScreen, Glue, High Fidelity,
vTime, Hubs by Mozilla, VR chat, SteamVR and Spatial.

While considering the Social VR services mentioned, all rep-
resent users as graphical avatars displayed in a shared VR envi-
ronment and allow users to play games, share screens, share web
browsing, watch videos, explore spaces or share other experiences
together. However, very little studies exist that compare those new
services with existing communication tools or compare real-time
photorealistic representations with artificial avatars. One study
[39] suggests that graphical avatars (Facebook Horizon, formerly
Facebook Spaces4) have limitations in terms of (co-)presence as
“the social cues that you would normally have about someone . . .
weren’t there”. Another study [11] presents the results that real-
time photorealistic representations show no statistical differences in
terms of interaction and social connectedness compared to a face-to-
face meeting, while the avatar-based system (Facebook Horizon4)
did. In the context of collaboration, VRComm and "traditional"
videoconferencing are theorized to differ in their affordability of
social context cue transfer, specifically in terms of body posture,
gestures, and eye-contact. In addition, the experience of presence,
which is typically found in VR (e.g. [9]), may affect communication
and interpersonal relationships as well.

2.3 Spatial Computing & HMD replacement
Spatial Computing, which is the ability to understand the environ-
ment, the user, and objects surrounding the user, is an essential
part of AR and VR applications (good examples can be found in
4https://www.oculus.com/facebook-horizon/

[14, 20]). In terms of communication, this means that user’s ac-
tions should be correctly reflected into the users’ representation
to convey good remote interactions. One example of complex and
processing intensive Spatial Computing tasks is the replacement of
the HMD that by default occludes the participants face when using
a VR-HMD as a display device. As facial expressions and eye gaze
are important factors in communication, the HMD replacement pro-
cess becomes essential for a qualitative experience. The so-called
facial reconstruction is relevant for improving the user experience
in (video-based) social VR. When capturing the user with a video
and/or depth sensor, the captured footage will include the HMD
and thus occlude parts of the face, including the eyes. Our earlier
experiments have shown that it still allows natural interaction and
communication with an increased feeling of co-presence [21]. Take-
mura [50] was one of the first researchers to describe a method
that accomplishes the HMD replacement by detecting the HMD
location in the video and replacing the pixels by a 3D facial model
captured at an earlier process. Li [30] followed a similar approach
by using strain gauges inside the HMD to measure facial expres-
sions. Burgos-Artizzu [6] used various facial models to represent
various expressions and detect expressions based on the part of the
face still visible in the video recording. More recently, Thies [51]
and Google [17] elaborated on this approach by combining these
methods with an eye-tracking camera inside the HMD to reproduce
"correct" eye direction. Furthermore, recent works aim to make the
HMD-replacement more robust and flexible by using RGB-D image
inpainting techniques [35].

2.4 Volumetric video capture and transmission
Volumetric video is regarded worldwide as a key technology in the
context of immersive AR and VR experiences. The capture, encod-
ing, and transmission of volumetric video formats such as point
clouds and meshes is an active field of research [1, 10, 33, 40, 44]
as well as industry standardization[46]. In particular, for remote
telepresence and immersive communication[38, 57], volumetric
videos provide increased quality of experience and social presence
[8, 49]. The most recent volumetric video formats (i.e. video-based
(V-PCC)[46] and geometry-based (G-PCC)[33]) point cloud cod-
ing) require significant processing resources for capturing, coding,
transmitting and rendering[33, 46]. While V-PCC is currently not
suitable for real-time communication (due to its encoding latency),
recent work has started to optimise G-VCC for telepresence scenar-
ios [7, 25] by data reduction and fusion. Still, many open challenges
exist regarding volumetric media delivery [52]. This includes high
data rates, high processing load, high encoding delays, low reso-
lution, or low frame rate (or a combination of those). To address
the current gaps of V-PCC and G-PCC our work mainly considers
a video-based (RGB plus depth) transmission approach as an initial
step towards full volumetric representation of users. The adapta-
tion of standard video codecs for depth streaming was studied in
[41], whereas more advanced conversion of depth information to
grayscale images was considered in [32] and [13].

2.5 Tele-immersion and telepresence systems
The research direction closest to this paper can be seen in tele-
immersion and telepresence. While telepresence systems offer a
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professional video conferencing experience with dedicated hard-
ware setups to showcase people more realistic (looking more nat-
ural, examples are Lifelike and Cisco), tele-immersion is making
the step to offer communication systems in virtual environments.
Multiple research efforts have been done in the last decades to
address tele-immersion and telepresence [27, 28, 31, 47, 55]. One of
the first examples of a tele-immersion system is TEEVE [56] which
allows 3D capture and rendering of users in a complex setup with
a frame rate of 4 5 frames per second. Another example of a tele-
immersion system is the Roomalive toolkit5[54] from Microsoft.
One research utilizing Roomalive is Room2Room [42], limited to
one-to-one interactions, it allows projection-based AR telepresence
with the help of a depth sensor and projector. We can summarize
the efforts of tele-immersion and telepresence systems in a complex
setup that require dedicated hardware, have high performance and
network requirements, or support only a very limited number of
users. In this paper, we present our work to bridge the gap from
low-cost simple video conferencing solutions towards volumetric
user representations in VR, with a focus on off-the-shelf hardware
and web-based client software for a low entry burden. Furthermore,
we aim to support an capture framerate, capture resolution, and
network utilisation similar to existing video conferencing solutions.

3 VRCOMM FRAMEWORK
Moving from traditional video conferencing towards VR conferenc-
ing arises new requirements on the system as well as the device
setup [21]. One of the main differences between video conferencing
and VR communication is that in VR, we work on a geometry-based
3D environment rather than a window-like 2D arrangement for
video conferencing. VR conferencing entails multiple aspects of
supporting new media formats, interaction paradigms, as well as
ways to orchestrate and synchronise media in the virtual environ-
ment. In particular, new ways to capture and blend users into the
geometrical space are crucial for higher immersion and presence
for natural communication [21], which includes 3D user represen-
tation, enabling self-representation and maintaining eye gaze with
others (i.e. not being restricted by wearing a HMD). In addition
to supporting novel user representation formats, VR conferencing
systems should scale to support numbers of users that are similar
to those of traditional 2D video conferencing applications. Figure
2, shows the VRComm system with the different components and
technology aspects being explained in the following subsections.

3.1 Architecture and media orchestration
VRComm is a web-based framework to build and consume shared
and social VR experiences. Our main motivation to utilize Web-
based technology is to cater for an easy and widespread deployment
and low entry burden for end users and developers. In this way, we
currently only make use of off-the-shelf hardware and currently
available web technologies.

Figure 2, shows the overall framework architecture of VRComm.
To initiate a web client instance, first the client JavaScript code and
any multimedia files are downloaded from a web server, secondly
the web client will register at the Media Orchestrator by select-
ing and exchanging session metadata and finally will negotiate
5https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/roomalive-toolkit/

WebRTC stream connections with the help of the Signal Master
(either as peer-to-peer or MCU transmission scheme). This results
in the following video transmission modules and processing steps:

(1) Capture of raw sensory data (see Section 3.3)
(2) Capture Processing (see Section 3.3):
(a) Video Background Removal
(b) (optional) Camera calibration
(c) (optional) HMD Replacement

(3) RGBD grayscale conversion (see Section 3.4)
(4) Web client ingest (see Section 3.2)
(5) (opt.) local rendering of self-representation (see Section 3.2)
(6) WebRTC Transmission (see Section 3.4), either
(a) Peer-to-peer (p2p), or
(b) (optional) central server / MCU-based (see Section 3.5)

(7) rendering of remote user(s) (see Section 3.2)
One central component of VRComm is a media orchestration

server, which manages communication sessions that users can join
to communicate with each other. For example, this also includes
the calibration data of the user capture to allow 3D reconstruction
of the user representation. Furthermore, the orchestration server
maintains all metadata to synchronize and modify the virtual en-
vironments of each client at run-time. The orchestration server
powers monitoring and modifying all client properties relevant to
the VR experience in real-time and thus facilitates complex inter-
active VR multimedia experiences. Particularly, the content that is
displayed can be modified, e.g., a game or movie, and the placement
of objects and users.

To facilitate the calibration and design of the VR rooms, we
have developed a metadata format to position users and immersive
media objects into the virtual space. The schema of the rooms
metadata is shown in Figure 3. In the centre is the VRoom which
can cover different objects related to users, the virtual scene (or
environment), and different media objects (like video panes or
interaction elements). We can currently support many different
media objects like 2D video (including DASH), images, 360-degree
content, 3D models (e.g., in the OBJ or GLTF format) and our own
2D/3D RGBD format (see Section 3.2]). Furthermore, the metadata-
based virtual scene creation and media object allocation also serves
as a global coordinate system and simplifies the synchronisation,
interaction and remote configuration of different user client states
in the system. The media orchestration provides an admin console
that grants a fine-grained control of all metadata properties in real-
time. This remote control is designed with the main aim to support
any user experience research.

3.2 Web Client
The entry point for the VRComm web client is offered by a web
server back-end. WebXR-enabled web browsers can connect to this
server back-end to obtain the client application, which is based
on open source software JavaScript frameworks Node.js, React,
SimpleWebRTC and A-Frame6. This allows any modern browser
to display the VR content on a screen or any Open VR hardware
enabled VR-HMD (e.g., Oculus Rift or Windows MR). Furthermore,
the client can access the image produced from the RGBD capture
module (see Section 3.3) to be displayed as self-representation or
6https://aframe.io/
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to be sent via WebRTC to one or multiple other clients. To support
such a multi-user connection, the client is connected to a signalling
server that handles streaming orchestration.

The rendering of users in the VR environment is done via cus-
tom WebGL shaders that alpha-blend user representations into the
virtual environment for a natural visual representation. We first
record users with a RGB-plus-depth sensor (e.g., in VRComm we
currently support Kinect v2, RealSense™ and Azure Kinect) and
then have two options for transmission: i) we replace the users
background with a fixed "chroma" colour before transmission (over

WebRTC), and after reception apply alpha-blending to remove the
background, resulting in a transparent image showing just the user
without his/her physical background. ii) we convert the depth val-
ues into grayscale and transmit them along the image to render
the user in 3D (see section 3.4). For capture and transmission, we
currently use a resolution of 540x800 pixels for RGB (with chroma
background) or 1080x800 pixels for RGBD images. This resolution is
matching the depth resolution of most depth sensors. However, our
system is fully adaptable to any resolution. Audio is also captured,
transmitted, and made spatially audible with the help of the Google
Resonance API7.

When utilizing a 360-degree VR environment, we will trans-
mit and render users in 2D only (RGB + chroma). While for 3D
geometry-based environments, we render users in such a way that
they can observe themselves (as self-representation) via 3D point
cloud. The point cloud is created by first converting the grayscale
depth data to a depth value and then recalculating the 3D position
of each point based on the calibration data of each RGB-D sensor.
This is done in a dedicated WebGL (GLSL) shader and thus runs
efficiently on the GPU. The following 3D mapping is used (per
pixel):

𝑧 = 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ (1)
𝑥 = (𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.𝑥 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 .𝑥 − 0.5) ∗ 𝑧/𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (2)
𝑦 = (𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.𝑦 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 .𝑦 − 0.5) ∗ 𝑧/𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (3)

Where depth is the distance of the pixel in meters, position is the
pixel coordinate on the RGB video, outputCenter is the centre pixel
coordinate of the sensor metadata, and focalLength is the focal
length of the sensor.

Similar to the self-representation, we display remote users based
on the video from a WebRTC connection. To render remote users,
we developed 3 types of components for 3 types of rendering:

(1) Rendering in 2D (RGB + chroma background) via a shader
that alpha blends the user into the virtual scene

7https://resonance-audio.github.io/resonance-audio/
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(2) Rendering in 3D (RGB + Depth) as point cloud (mapping the
3D points on a THREE.js Geometry8)

(3) Rendering in 3D (RGB + Depth) as mesh (mapping the 3D
points on a PlaneBufferGeometry9)

A VRComm client experience consists of VR environments re-
ferred to as ‘VRooms’ (see Figure 3). For the rendering of visual and
audio information (e.g., the VR Environment, objects and users), the
client will utilize the A-Frame framework, which combines the We-
bXR API with Three.js to provide a simple scripting framework for
the design and development of web-based XR experiences. This al-
lows to easily create 360-degree and 3D volumetric VR applications
while supporting many 3D scenes and models (including glTF™10).
A-Frame has integrated support for most common consumer hard-
ware (including any SteamVR and OpenXR enabled device), among
which the Oculus Quest, Windows Mixed Reality (WMR) headsets
and HTC Vive. Further A-Frame is supported by major PC and
laptop browsers like Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Microsoft
Edge, several mobile browsers including Chrome and Firefox. As
a result, easy access to VR technology has become available on
the web. Internally, the client follows a completely modularized
structure via a combination of React Modules and A-Frame compo-
nents. This allows an easy and dynamic creation of individual VR
applications with different features.

3.3 Capture
One of the main challenges in any immersive communication sys-
tem is on how to capture the users. For natural interaction and
true social presence, it is important that a visual representation
accurately reflects the appearance and actions of each user. There-
fore we focus in this work on a camera-based capture solution to
capture a photorealistic representation of users in real-time. Many
factors have to be considered for this capture, as an example, some
of the main factors include lighting, colour, edge accuracy, and
other capture artefacts. The capture in VRComm is developed in a
modular architecture and currently allows the use of one or two
RGBD sensors and different processing modules. In the following,
we outline the capture modules:

Raw Sensor Capture. The first capture module does real-time
scene and user capture by reading the raw RGBD data from the cap-
ture sensor and mapping the colour and depth images to a shared
memory location on a client PC. Currently, we have modules to
support three types of RGBD sensors: Kinect v211, RealSense™ (In-
tel® RealSense™ SDK 2.012) and Azure Kinect13. However, different
RGBD sensors could easily be added without affecting any of the
subsequent modules.

Foreground-background removal (FGBG). The raw RGBD sensor
needs some further processing in a second capture module. The
main aim of thismodule is to improve the image quality and perform
real-time foreground-background (FGBG) extraction using colour
and depth images from shared memory. This is an important step

8https://threejs.org/docs/index.html#api/en/core/Geometry
9https://threejs.org/docs/index.html#api/en/geometries/PlaneBufferGeometry
10https://www.khronos.org/gltf/
11https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect/
12https://www.intelrealsense.com/sdk-2/
13https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/services/kinect-dk/

as for the user capture, we are exclusively interested in the user
itself rather than his or her background. Furthermore, this allows us
to only transmit the captured user and blend the visual (rendered)
representation of users into the virtual environment.

Multi-cam capture and calibration. Currently, we support capture
with one or two depth sensors. When two cameras are used, we
calibrate and align both cameras. The calibration phase concerns the
alignment of the two RGB-D sensors used to capture the participant.
The registering and aligning of the two sensors are done via the
help of a large ArUco14 marker (30𝑥30𝑐𝑚) and pose matching. This
results in a near 180◦ 3D representation of the user (front view),
from the RGB-D frame pairs [16]. The calibration parameters from
the rigid body transformation are sent as metadata together with
the RGB-D visual data.

HMD Replacement. The HMD Replacement module consists of
an open source available ArUco marker detection (implemented
using OpenCV15 in Python16) applied to the RGB-D image. When
the marker is attached to the HMD of the subject, the HMD can
be detected in real-time without assumptions on the position of
the subject or the capturing device. With additional markers on all
sides of the HMD, the detection also works when the user looks
left or right, up or down. The 2D detection in the RGB stream is
combined with the depth to acquire an accurate 3D position and
orientation of the HMD. There are multiple applications possible
for this 3D position and orientation:

(1) 3D head removal for self-representation, such that the view
of the subject is not occluded by the scan of his/her face

(2) Auto-calibration of multiple sensors, such that when two
sensors detect the same marker they can auto-calibrate

(3) Integration with FGBG removal, to only have one foreground
subject in VR

(4) 3D HMD replacement and 3D face repair in RGB-D or VR
Note that HMD replacement is not a core part of this paper and
will be handled in a subsequent publication.

3.4 RGBD grayscale transmission
The VRComm streaming approach relies on a web framework with
a peer-to-peer (p2p) nature for delivering video-based social VR
experiences to each of the participants. This web streaming frame-
work employs WebRTC for browser-based real-time communica-
tion. All 2D video streams and users’ audio are transmitted via
WebRTC. Any associated metadata are transmitted via a central me-
dia orchestration server and Socket.IO . Despite newer volumetric
streaming formats (like V-PCC [46] and G-PCC [33]), this allows us
to reuse many existing real-time streaming components (including
to benefit from full hardware acceleration).

We use the SimpleWebRTC library to support direct WebRTC-
based peer-to-peer communication between users for audio and
video. At this moment, voice communication is monaural and spa-
tially positioned in the receiver client (utilizing the Google Res-
onance Audio SDK for Web17). The integration of WebRTC with

14http://www.uco.es/investiga/grupos/ava/node/26
15https://opencv.org/
16https://www.python.org/
17https://resonance-audio.github.io/resonance-audio/
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a VRComm client is managed through an (Node.js) orchestration
server.

Grayscale conversion. For a depth transmission in VRComm we
target a simple and reliable approach that works in real-time and is
applicable to be used in any modern browser. This already implies a
couple of design choices, e.g., transferring of RGB and depth should
be done in one frame as a separate transmission and frame accurate
synchronisation is very difficult in the browser (as the underlying
media APIs needed for frame accurate synchronization are not
exposed in JavaScript in every browser). Similarly, many underlying
WebRTC transmission and decoding APIs are also not exposed by a
browser raising the need to make any colour conversion and depth
mapping directly in the WebGL (GLSL) shader itself.

For transmitting the RGB-D frame data over WebRTC to VR over
the internet, we convert the depth data into a grayscale image for
complying with current video encoders. For this conversion we use
an improved version of [22]. While [22] does not utilise the full
RGB range, we convert depth values corresponding to a real-world
distance of 0 − 1.5𝑚 into gray-colour values that are mapped to the
full RGB colour space (contrary to other approaches that directly
modifies the YUV values, which will not be possible to convert back
to depth in a browser WebGL shader). The grayscale depth image
is concatenated to the RGB image to stream it as a single RGB-D
video stream. In the VR environment, the depth image is converted
back into the 3D positions of individual pixels. In this paper, we
will refer to our algorithm as "GrayAVG". To ensure that GrayAVG
works within a depth range of 1.5 m we first subtract a fixed value
(this is the minimum distance a person is away from the camera to
allow full body capture and is transmitted as metadata and added
in the reconstruction) and remove all values outside of the 1.5 m
range. The following shows our algorithm in Python/NumPy18:

𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ = 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ −𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (4)
𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ[𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ > 1500] = 0 (5)
𝑟 = 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ/3 (6)
𝑔 = (𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ − 𝑟 )/2 (7)
𝑏 = 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ − 𝑟 − 𝑔 (8)

3.5 RGB(D) Multipoint control Unit
One drawback of a p2p basedWebRTC approach for transmission is
scalability [43], as multiple users can quickly elevate the (CPU/GPU)
resource usage. To mitigate this, we can (optionally) deploy a Mul-
tipoint Control Unit (MCU), to aggregate streams centrally and
reduce the processing burden on individual clients.

Figure 4 depicts the architecture of our MCU. It reuses existing
open source components, such as the Janus Video Bridge [2], which
is a general purpose, central WebRTC server. While Janus takes
care of all WebRTC stream handling (i.e., SDP negotiation and
stream forwarding, as well as any audio transmission), the MCU
composes all uploaded video streams it receives from clients into
a single output stream which is then published via WebRTC to all
clients. This output stream resembles a video mosaic combining
all user streams, as depicted in Figure 5. As a result, clients are
able to retrieve all relevant streams together instead of separately.
18https://numpy.org/
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Figure 4: MCU Architecture [12]
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Figure 5: MCUMosaic composition of RGBD (GreyAVG, left)
and RGB+Chroma (right) input streams

This optimizes the network bandwidth due to more efficient routing
(each client only sends its video stream to theMCU, and no longer to
all other clients), as well as the decoding resources (clients typically
have a limited amount of hardware decoders, which can result in
higher CPU usage with many receiving streams).

Incoming WebRTC streams to the server are first remuxed by
the Janus WebRTC Gateway into RTP streams that are sent to the
MCU (based on GStreamer19 and Python). The GStreamer media
pipeline will then decode each individual user video stream into
frames and convert them into NumPy20 arrays. All NumPy im-
ages are then mapped into one complete output mosaic (see Figure
5) with efficient in-memory functions. This mosaic image is en-
coded into video frames and sent as a single RTP stream to Janus
for distribution to an all client broadcast. The MCU system has
been designed as a containerized service such that given enough
hardware, it is horizontally scalable over multiple parallel sessions.
These services can be managed using Docker Swarm21 and the
Media Orchestrator.

19https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
20https://numpy.org/
21https://www.docker.com/
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Table 1: Capture Performance According to sensor (1000+ samples each; mean values)

RGBD Sensor Capture Processing RDA Delay Processing Delay Browser Delay
(CPU in %) (GPU in %) (CPU in %) (in ms) (in ms) (in ms)

One Kinect v2 10.53% (SD 1.13) 6.63% (SD 2.73) 19.08% (SD 2.70) 78.72 (SD 15.87) 138.19 (SD 18.71) 342.01 (SD 39.31)
One RealSense™ D415 3.94% (SD 1.21) n/a 21.81% (SD 4.10) 79.54 (SD 15.79) 152.18 (SD 18.89) 190.16 (SD 19.56)
One Azure Kinect 4.43% (SD 2.00) 4.36% (SD 1.12) 9.64% (SD 1.90) 112.29 (SD 15.51) 155.99 (SD 16.90) 261.74 (SD 24.92)
Two RealSense™ D415 10.79% (SD 1.32) n/a 10.36% (SD 2.32) 82.84 (SD 15.08) 147.06 (SD 16.35) 234.89 (SD 24.63)
Two Azure Kinect 9.11% (SD 2.49) 9.22% (SD 0.45) 9.52% (SD 1.62) 162.28 (SD 13.38) 306.28 (SD 29.35) 382.99 (SD 35.43)

RDA

RGBD Sensor 
Capture

RDA Processing Browser 
(Firefox)

Figure 6: Measurements points of capture system

The user experience in VR Conferencing is greatly enhanced by
using spatial audio. This requires to uniquely address each individ-
ual audio stream, to render it at the appropriate spatial location.
Therefore, we use an SFU architecture (within the MCU) for the
audio, such that clients can selectively request and retrieve indi-
vidual audio streams from the MCU. The SFU part of the MCU is
implemented purely using Janus (using the Videoroom plugin, see
[2]), and requires no further processing.

4 SYSTEM EVALUATION
In this section, we focus on the technical evaluation of our system
only. A summary of user evaluation of our system can be found
in [21]. The evaluation of the core components of the system are
structured into three parts, capture (Section 4.1), grayscale based
depth transmission (Section 4.2) and web client evaluation based
on using p2p vs. central MCU-based transmission (Section 4.3).

4.1 Capture Evaluation
We evaluate the capture performance with different sensor set-ups
and at different points in our system. Figure 6 shows the different
components and measure points for delay and CPU/GPU usage:

(1) Read sensor data via the sensor SDK into RDA. RDA (Re-
mote Data Access) is a flexible infrastructure for real-time
distributed data access and data acquisition. It allows easy
exchange of video frame data between different software
modules and allow a high flexibility for development and
different hardware set-ups.

(2) Display data from RDA on the screen.
(3) Processing (i.e. FGBG and grayscale mapping)
(4) Screen capture the processed image and display it in the

browser as self-representation, or transmit via WebRTC. We
are currently following this procedure as no current browser
implements the Media Capture Depth Stream Extensions 22

22https://w3c.github.io/mediacapture-depth/

thus making it impossible to capture depth data directly in
the browser.

All measurements were done on a MSI GS65-Stealth-Thin-8RF
(with Intel® Core™ i7-8750H, GeForce® GTX 1070 Max-Q and
32GB RAM). The capture-to-display delays were measured with
VideoLat[24]23, with at least 1000 samples each. CPU and GPU per-
formance was measured with a modified version of the Resources
Consumption Metrics (RCM) measurement tool24 [34]. The RCM
tool is a native Windows application that allows to capture CPU,
GPU, memory usage per process and network statistics of the sys-
tem in a 1-second interval. Each performance measure was done
with a representative sample size of at least 30 minutes. Table 1
shows the results of the different measurements.

Overall, the different capture requirements and delays are all in
the expected range. However, the Azure Kinect shows an overall
higher delay. We also observed high CPU and GPU usage under
certain conditions (i.e., all other GPU processes being idle). As the
Azure Kinect is still a relatively new sensor, we expect that the
performance of the sensor might still improve in the future with
further updates to the SDK (we did our tests with firmware version
1.6.108079014 and SDK 1.4.0). Furthermore, the Kinect v2 and Re-
alSense™D415 included FGBG and thus show 10% more processing
loads compared to the other capture methods. In conclusion, our
current approach, including RDA, proofs beneficial for testing and
rapid prototyping. However, in an operational environment, we
expect to decrease the delay by at least 1-2 frames (30-60ms).

4.2 Depth Transmission Evaluation
We compared our depth-based conversion (GrayAVG) under differ-
ent encoding and bandwidth conditions with two other algorithms
(naive/simple, HSV). The "simple" algorithm is the most simple con-
version based on direct depth to RGBmapping (and thus only serves
as a minimal baseline). The HSV conversion is a reimplementation
of the HoloTuber Kit25 and further explained in this presentation26.
Thus, the different mapping functions in the following:

𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒) = (𝑟 + 𝑔 + 𝑏)/3 ∗ 4 +𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (9)
𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ(𝐻𝑆𝑉 ) = ℎ ∗ 4 +𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (10)

𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ(𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝐴𝑉𝐺) = (𝑟 + 𝑔 + 𝑏) ∗ 2 +𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (11)

23https://videolat.org/
24https://github.com/ETSE-UV/RCM-UV
25https://github.com/TakashiYoshinaga/HoloTuberKit-for-AzureKinect
26https://speakerdeck.com/takashiyoshinaga/creating-holotuber-kit-hologram-
visualization-with-rgb-d-image-streaming-via-youtube
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In this test, we focus on encoding formats that are widely avail-
able in modern browsers and compatible withWebRTC 27: VP8, VP9
and H.264. For the test, we used 3 clips of 10 seconds length with 30
fps (resulting into 300 frames in total for each video). Furthermore,
we analysed the videos using the mean absolute difference (MD) to
indicate the motion in the video stream:

low: user sitting, no movement, MD 44,92 (SD 13,51)
med: user sitting, some movement, MD51,34 (SD 27,27)

hi: user standing, high movement, MD61,52 (SD 33,34)
For each test condition, we made a full reference analysis mea-

sured with the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of each frame and
with 30 different encoding bitrates (0.1 Mbit to 3 Mbit). We encoded
the video sequences with FFmpeg28 (libvpx, libvpx-vp9 and libx264)
with real-time encoding flags (deadline="realtime" for VP8/9 and
tune="zerolatency" for H264), GOP size of 6 and yuv420 pixel for-
mat. Results of the 3 depth conversion methods are shown in Figure
7. While the HSV conversion is more robust on lower bandwidth
constrains (up to 1,7Mbit), our approach (GrayAVG) outperforms
the HSV on higher bit-rates that are common for real-time video
conferencing (2-3Mbit). However, the main benefit of our approach
is that it does not require any HSV or color mapping but works with
a simple RGB conversion function that can be directly implemented
in a 3D rendering shader (i.e. OpenGL GLSL). This is of particular
importance for a web/browser implementation.

While Figures 7(a,b,c) include the overall average of all 3 video
sequences, we also compared our conversion to the 3 sequences in
more detail in Figure 7 (d). For this comparison, we excluded VP8 as
it significantly underperformed on all methods before (see Figure 7
a,b,c). As to be expected, the videos with a lower motion achieve a
higher PSNR under the same bandwidth and VP9 achieves a slightly
higher PSNR as H.264 (overall average of 44,47 VP9 vs. 42,72 H.264).
Thus, similar to other analysis of VP9. However, what is not shown
in this graph is that still VP9 is not on pair with H.264 in regards to
real-time encoding (delay and required CPU/GPU performance). In
this regard, VP9 only offers a marginal PSNR increase from H.264.

4.3 P2P vs MCU for SocialVR (Simulation)
To evaluate our system and client performance, we compare MCU
vs. peer-to-peer (p2p) transmission with different numbers of sim-
ulated users and two types of streams RGB with green chroma
background (rendered as flat 2D sprite) and RGB + Depth (rendered
as 3D point cloud). Users were simulated with the same stream used
in the grayscale evaluation (med - user siting with some movement,
MD 51,34 - SD: 27,27) and pre-encoded in H.264 with 2Mbit for
the RGB stream and 4 MBit for the RGBD stream. We utilize H.264
under these bit-rates as it provides the best balance of performance
and stream quality (based on our results from Section 4.2). When
using VP9 we observed higher CPU usage in the client and lower
frame rate throughput in the MCU. Furthermore, 2/4MBit aligns
with the values that are negotiated by Chrome in the p2p case.

We run the server and MCU on a Microsoft® Azure cloud in-
stance (Standard F8s_v2) with 8 vcpus (Intel® Xeon® Platinum
8168 @ 2.70GHz) and 16GB memory. The client runs in a Chrome

27https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Media/Formats/WebRTC_codecs
28https://ffmpeg.org/
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browser on a VR laptop, MSI GS65-Stealth-Thin-8RF (Intel® Core™
i7-8750H, GeForce® GTX 1070 Max-Q and 32GB RAM).

The measurement results of our tests can be seen in Figure
8a (for 2D RGB+Chroma) and Figure 8b, for 3D RGBD). Further,
Figure 8c shows the performance of the MCU under the conditions
tested. The p2p transmission shows a much steeper curve in terms
of CPU resource usage than using an MCU, and both RGB and
RGBD behave very similarly. This is as the overhead from multiple
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Figure 8: Web client (Chrome) and MCU performance

encoding and decoding streams is significant against an one stream
upload and download in all MCU conditions. This said, p2p has clear
advantages on a lower number of users, this is also to be expected
as the MCU stream also transmits the uploaded stream back to
each client and thus creates overhead on a lower number of users.
Under all tests, the Chrome memory usage was kept in a reasonable
boundary ranging from 473 MB (2ppl RGB) up to 1368 MB (16ppl
RGB) on average. Thus, given our results, it is beneficial from 4
users on to follow an MCU methodology and the system becomes
unstable and unusable (when adding capture modules and adding
further processing needs when using an VR HMD) in p2p from 6
RGB and 5 RGBD clients. In our current implementation, however,
the MCU can support a maximum of 16 RGB and 8 RGBD clients
(see MCU performance in Figure 8,c ). This said, as to be expected
from a central transcoding entity, the improved performance on

Figure 9: 6 users in 3D performance test
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Figure 10: Chrome Browser Performance of user test

end clients comes at the price of added delay, the full end-to-end
(capture to display) delays of the MCU vs p2p in the following
(measured with VideoLat and >1000 samples):

RGB delay: p2p 396ms (SD 41) / MCU 564ms (SD 69)
RGBD delay: p2p 384ms (SD 44) / MCU 622ms (SD 68)

Overall, this shows that the MCU might add an significant over-
head in terms of delay (but still in a considerable range of real-time
communication). Further enhancements in the MCU like GPU ac-
celerated encoding or tiled based compositions (that do not need
transcoding) can further increase the number of maximum users
and decrease the delay in the future.

4.4 Evaluation in realistic user setting
To further evaluate the simulation results, we conducted a set of
user sessions in a realistic setting connecting 4 and 6 users (from
Netherlands, France, and Germany). The details of the user end
points used can be found in Table 2. We conducted 6 sessions with
a duration of at least 25 minutes. An example of the user test is
shown in Figure 9. Four user sessions were conducted between
the nodes NL1, NL2, FR1 and FR2 in four conditions: P2P with 2D
and 3D presentation, MCU with 2D and 3D representation. As the
performance is not stable enough for a 6 user P2P condition, we
only tested 2 conditions: MCU with 2D and 3D representation. The
6 user sessions were conducted between the nodes NL2, NL3, NL4,
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Table 2: User Devices for performance evaluation

Name CPU GPU Memory Sensor Location

NL1 Intel Core i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 Max-Q 32 GB Azure Kinect NL, Amsterdam
NL2 Intel Core i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 32 GB Azure Kinect NL, Katwijk
NL3 Intel Core i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00Ghz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti 16 GB Kinect V2 NL, The Hague
NL4 Intel Core i7-7820HK CPU @ 2.9GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 24 GB Azure Kinect NL, Enschede
FR1 Intel Core i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 16 GB Kinect V2 FR, Rennes
FR2 Intel Core i7-47770K CPU @ 3.50GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti 16 GB Kinect V2 FR, Paris
DE1 Intel Core i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 Max-Q 32 GB Azure Kinect DE, Berlin
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Figure 11: WebRTC video upload delay and jitter
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FR1, FR2 and DE1. The results of these tests are presented in the
following. CPU, GPU and network performance was measured with
the same Resources Consumption Metrics (RCM) measurement tool
[34] as in the simulation evaluation (section 4.3), the frame rate
was measured via the Aframe stats and the WebRTC delay was
measured via the Chrome WebRTC stats.

Figure 10, shows the overall performance average per condition
(of all user end points) of the Chrome instance running the Web
client in terms of CPU, GPU, and rendering frame rate. The values
are slightly lower in terms of GPU/CPU usage than in the simulation
due to more powerful end points with the same trend in MCU

vs P2P resource usage: The MCU condition allows to reduce the
CPU load at the cost of GPU usage. As CPU resources are more
sparse and necessary for many more processes, this is particularly
beneficial to support more simultaneous users and constant high-
quality rendering. Important to note is that the frame rates are only
indicative and not realistic for the rendering performance in an VR
HMD. This is, we conducted the evaluation without a VR HMD
to simplify the measurements and user interactions. Furthermore,
the browser executes various optimisation strategies to balance the
performance load with visual rendering quality. None of the users
perceive stuttering or visual impact due to performance and the
CPU/GPU load was low enough to allow higher frame rates in VR.

Figure 11, shows the overall average per condition (of all user end
points) of the video upload round trip delay and jitter. These delays
are additional to the overall delay values reported in the simulation
evaluation (section 4.3). We can observe an overall higher delay and
jitter for P2P transmission compared to central MCU transmission.
However, one condition "4 users MCU with 2D representation"
shows a high standard derivation as one client (FR1) observed
higher delay values. This is to be expected in such a test (with
a realistic and varying internet connection) and is in the normal
boundaries of delay to expect for WebRTC transmission (and in the
delay range acceptable for remote communication).

Figure 12, shows the overall average per condition (of all user
end points) in network traffic. Our results reflect the main bene-
fits of an central WebRTC approach (MCU) as the upload traffic is
significantly decreased. This is as in the MCU condition the repre-
sentation of a user is only uploaded once, while in the P2P condition
the user representation has to be uploaded to each other end point.
Overall, the MCU is capable to use network resources much more
efficiently (based on the cost of central computation, see 4.3).

Overall, the user evaluation confirms the performance measures
of the simulation in more realistic settings. The results show that we
can achieve VR communication with similar network transfer rates
and slightly more CPU/GPU resource usage compared to video
conferencing solutions while being able to render users both in 2D
and volumetric 3D.

5 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
Our evaluation (section 4) shows that our proposed capture and
depth to grayscale conversion for RGBD video data is suitable for
real-time video transmission under bandwidth considerations typi-
cal for current video conferencing systems. However, for other bi-
trates (i.e., below 1.5 Mbit and above 3 Mbit), as well as pre-encoded
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content, other solutions might result into a better visual quality.
The real strength of our method is that it works on the RGB colour
space and thus does not require direct access to encoding APIs (e.g.,
as YUV mapping would require), which makes it a suitable solution
for web applications (due to its limitations in not revealing many
underlying native media APIs do not allow many other RGB+Depth
transmission techniques).

With VRComm, we extend common video conferencing opti-
misation solutions, i.e., an MCU to support RGBD video which is
important to address the dedicated performance requirements of
VR applications. In our current setup, we can support 16 2D (RGB
+ chroma) users and 8 3D (RGB + Depth) users, while the use of an
MCU proves to be efficient from 4 users onwards. It is important
to note here that our additions to the MCU in terms of handling
our RGBD video format are fully compatible to any other MCU
optimisation technique. For example, in more complex use cases
one MCU might not be enough to cater for many geographical
distributed users. Then a multi-MCU solution (or extended with
multiple SFUs) could be deployed. Together with other optimisa-
tions like not rendering all users at the same time, this can increase
scalability, visual quality and reduce delay.

Our evaluation of different capture configurations (section 4.1)
shows reasonable CPU / GPU usage in all conditions. Furthermore,
it offers a modular design to add different processing and image
improvements like foreground background removal, HMD replace-
ment, and image alignment calibration. One of the main bottle
necks of our current approach is the connection to the browser, as
this is currently done via a screen rendering and screen capture
approach. In the future, this can be mitigated by direct access of the
browser to the APIs of the depth sensor (i.e., via the W3C Media
Capture Depth Stream Extensions) and a combination of processing
within the browser client and in the network.

Our current system design and example VR experiences show
that multi-user photorealistic immersive media applications are
possible in real-time on the web. Allowing to use such applications
without downloading and installing large software packages. How-
ever, current browser implementations still have some drawbacks
regarding WebXR and other immersive media functionalities. One
problem is that the performance can significantly vary between
different browsers and different browser versions. Which can make
it difficult to widely support your application with a constant high
quality. For this paper, we only used Chrome as a browser client.
We also tested a working solution of VRComm with other browsers
like Firefox and Edge (i.g., utilizing VP8 or VP9 encoding for theWe-
bRTC transmission). Currently, however, daily updates and changes
in APIs can still break different aspects of the application and might
make a widespread deployment cumbersome. Overall, video codec
support, frame accurate synchronisation, underlyingWebRTC func-
tionality, and the connection of WebXR with different headsets (or
the Steam29 OpenXR30 Api) still need to mature across browsers to
offer a constant and high-quality user experience.

To get towards full VR and AR conferencing, the main goal is to
create volumetric representation that fully blends into the AR or

29https://store.steampowered.com/steamvr
30https://www.khronos.org/openxr/

VR environment. For this, it is most essential to have good depth in-
formation (sending, transmission, and rendering). For now this can
be done with solutions (as presented in this paper), but eventually
can be done via new 3Dmedia formats like MPEG V-PCC or G-PCC,
however currently V-PCC is not real-time yet and GPCC might suf-
fer from performance gaps (as there is no hardware acceleration for
such codecs yet). Thus, the presented solution can be utilized right
now for many VR and AR scenarios (as presented in [21]), while
still offering multiple points for further improvement. Furthermore,
the solution as presented in this paper does not exclude but adds
to the current development of new 3D video formats like V-PCC.
As real-time depth to 2D video mapping is also an aspect of V-PCC
and solutions like the MCU can be utilized in the future to support
scalability and large user groups for V-PCC.

Currently, VRComm can support up to 16 users in VR communi-
cation experiences, which is similar to direct interaction support in
most video conferencing systems. To support more complex and
large groups of users (100+ users, e.g., to support lectures, con-
ferences, or galas), our future work will focus on moving more
processing from the client into the cloud and edge. For example,
new split rendering techniques can allow more lightweight and low
powered end devices (e.g., AR glasses and mobile phones) to allow
photorealistic XR applications with increased visual quality.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a web-enabled video-based social VR
framework that allows to rapidly develop, test, and evaluate pho-
torealistic VR communication experiences. By combining video
conferencing technology with social VR capabilities, we offer a
new end-to-end pipeline (capture, processing, transmission, and
rendering) to allow real-time shared immersive experiences and
volumetric communication. Our novel transmission scheme for
grayscale based depth information via 2D video proofs particularity
usefully for web applications (that do not allow other depth con-
version due to browser API limitations). Finally, the evaluation of
our system in a simulation and realistic user setting shows that our
solution utilizes processing (CPU / GPU) acceptable for modern
(VR-ready) PCs and under network bandwidth constrains similar
to existing video conferencing solutions. Still, more research is
necessary to get all aspects of the technology ready (i.e., spatial
computing, HMD replacement, enhanced quality transmission of
real-time 2D/3D video data and system scalability for large sets of
simultaneous users).
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